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Who we are – Opening up a world of opportunity

Our purpose – Opening up a world of opportunity – explains why we exist.
We’re here to use our unique expertise, capabilities, breadth and perspectives
to open up new kinds of opportunity for our customers. We’re bringing
together the people, ideas and capital that nurture progress and growth,
helping to create a better world – for our customers, our people, our investors,
our communities and the planet we all share.

https://www.hsbc.com/who-we-are
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Why Malta
Malta is one of the fastest-growing European Union Member States. The nation is working to develop its Mediterranean island economy into a highvalue-added services hub. Its economy is well-diversified into tourism and manufacturing, complemented by Financial Services, ICT and iGaming.
The quality of life is fundamental to the country's economic appeal, centred on its climate, island geography and rich cultural and environmental
heritage. The country is currently seeking to balance growth and investment in infrastructure with the environmental amenities necessary to sustain
its character and distinctiveness.
5 Reasons to do business in Malta
 Connected European centre – Home to the largest ship register in Europe and one of the top Freeport terminals in the region, Malta serves
over 100 ports worldwide. It operates flights to more than 100 destinations and forms part of the Schengen area, with visa-free travel to more
than 160 countries.


A financial services hub - Malta has provided legislation to allow financial services to thrive. It’s now a reputable, fast-expanding mini-hub
with a critical mass of qualified professionals in accounting, taxation, law and IT. The financial services sector accounts for 12% of the
country’s GDP, bringing in more than EUR1 billion in revenue.



Stable, English-speaking country - Malta is a safe and secure place to do business. It also has high economic, legal and political stability, as
well as a low-risk working environment that is hard-wired into the global economy.



Diversified economy - Since the global financial crisis, Malta has diversified its economy. Tourism is still strong, as are the Financial and
iGaming industries. The latest Country Credit Ratings are A2 (Moody's), A+ (Fitch) and A- (S&P.



Driver of growth - In recent years, Malta enjoyed some of the best economic growth rates in the European Union. Between 2016 and 2019,
Malta’s real GDP growth rate has averaged around 5.9 percent and enjoys one of the lowest unemployment rates in the European Union.
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HSBC in Malta
HSBC has a rich heritage in Malta, it acquired Mid-Med Bank plc in 1999, a bank incorporated in 1975 with operations dating all the way back to
1864. Today, HSBC is the leading international bank in Malta and provides a comprehensive range of financial services including Commercial
Banking, Wealth and Personal Banking, as well as Global Markets. Through a number of specialised subsidiary companies, the bank is also active
in the areas of life assurance and fund management.*
HSBC Bank Malta plc is listed on the Malta Stock Exchange, regulated by the Malta Financial Services Authority and, being a significant institution,
directly supervised by the European Central Bank.
In recent years, HSBC Bank Malta plc has been recognised for transforming Banking in Malta, having been awarded “Bank of the Year” for Malta
by “The Banker” for the past four consecutive years.

*https://www.about.hsbc.com.mt/hsbc-in-malta
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The power of international connectivity
Forming part of a Group with global reach, we are able to support our customers to grow their business both
at home and internationally, helping them make the connections needed for them to prosper.



Building a strong, long-term
relationship where we are
committed to supporting
your plans is at the heart of
our approach



We offer tailored solutions to
meet your specific business
needs and help you achieve
your ambitions



Our secure online banking platform –
gives you convenient, real-time internet
access to all your HSBC accounts,
anytime, anywhere in one place

Relationship Manager
If you have subsidiaries or branch offices
in other territories, we will appoint a
Relationship Manager in your home
territory and local relationship directors in
the relevant overseas markets. This
approach allows us to leverage our
network and coordinate your global
requirements.

We are involved
with 87% of world
trade flows

PUBLIC
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Commercial Banking in Malta

Putting customers at the heart of banking
The Commercial Banking arm of HSBC, provides services to companies, large and small.
These include lending products, such as loans and overdrafts, as well as trade and cash
management products. Drawing strength from the bank’s international standing, we are
very well-placed to provide companies with international exchange products and hedging
instruments.
“At HSBC we are in an excellent position to focus on growth.”
We are strategically placed to help customers trade internationally as well as those who
wish to expand locally. The bank will be focusing on measured growth while maintaining a
“well-defined risk appetite.” Helping clients benefit from the bank’s unique international
dimension is another area of potential growth.
The two main focus areas are connecting with the bank’s commercial clients and
rethinking current processes, not solely from an internal perspective but also with the aim
of keeping the client at the centre of the bank’s strategy.

Joyce Grech
Head of Commercial Banking
HSBC Bank Malta p.l.c.
00356 2380 1870
joycegrech@hsbc.com
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Helping you build a more sustainable business: What is sustainability?

Environmental
Sustainability and what it means is unique
to every person and to every business. At
HSBC, we think of Sustainability as our
long term strategy
to continue delivering for our customers
whilst safeguarding the world we live in for
future generations. We look at this under
three lenses, Environmental,
Social and Governance.

 Natural resource use

 Pollution waste

 Carbon emissions

 Sustainability initiatives

 Energy efficiency

Social

(ESG). But what does Sustainability mean
for you?

 Workforce health & safety

 Privacy/data security

 Diversity/opportunity policies

 Community programs

 Employee training

Governance
 Board independence

 Management compensation

 Board diversity

 Business ethics

 Shareholder rights

PUBLIC
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Helping you build a more sustainable business: Supporting the transition to a net zero economy
The need to take urgent action to save the planet
Climate is a key piece of the wider
Sustainability agenda and the pace of
change is rapidly accelerating. We
aim to be the bank to support this
change as more of our clients adapt
their business practices to transition
to a low carbon economy. Whether
you need guidance, financing or
insight, we can help you mitigate the
risk and capitalise on the
opportunities presented by this
change.

Life and civilisation is only possible due to climate stability.
Human induced climate change disrupted this stability
and is manifesting in many different ways – from severe
flooding, to water scarcity, rising sea levels and extreme
temperatures. In short, the risks are represented by an
ongoing decline in the quality and quantity of the earth’s
natural capital.

Why should you consider transitioning your business practices to suit a low carbon economy?

End market

Extreme Weather

Technology:

Reputation:

Regulation:

We are already seeing a shift
in supply and demand for
certain products. Responding
to these trends early can lead
to competitive advantage. A
Harvard review study, found
that products marketed as
sustainable grew 5.6 times
faster than those that were
not.1

Taking action now can help
you safeguard your business
from the risks presented by
increased extreme weather
events such as heat-waves,
flooding and drought which
could disrupt supply chains,
damage facilities and increase
capital costs.

Acting fast could mean first
mover advantage in adopting
technologies that mitigate
climate risk and
differentiation. Across
industries, we are seeing a
step-change in sustainable
innovation such as battery
storage, carbon capture and
advanced materials.

Consumers are looking to
support businesses which
have a positive impact on
climate change. For those
businesses that do not,
excluding the US, 325 climate
litigation cases have been
filed around the world. Within
the US, this number soars to
1023.2

There are currently 1807 laws
and policies on climate
change across 164 countries
and this will only rise as
countries strive towards COP
21/26 targets.3Companies
moving quickly will avoid early
retirement of assets,
regulatory fines and purchase
of carbon credits to offset
emissions.

PUBLIC
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Helping you build a more sustainable business:
Climate change and the transition to net zero economy require urgent action
Global Impacts of temperature increase

Global atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases increased markedly as a result of human activities. Net zero is the balance
Urgent Action
Now!
between
the amount
of greenhouse gases (e.g. Carbon Dioxide) produced by society and the amount removed from the earth’s
Sustainability,
which
takes
into account
the (ESG)
a business,
is key
creating
long term
value
Practices
are no longer
atmosphere through the natural
processes
that impact
absorbofcarbon
dioxide.
Netto
Zero
is reached
when
theESG
amount
of greenhouse
gases added
an
option
but
a
must
with
expectations
coming
from
various
stakeholders.
to the atmosphere is no more than the amount taken away.
Sustainable change can start with small steps and be the driver for the success and future growth of a business.

There are 2 ways we can achieve net zero. By reducing emission of carbon dioxide (the main greenhouse gas produced by human activity)
The by
transition
to aitlow
carbon
sustainable
economy
is one
of thesolutions.
greatest challenges of our time and yet it creates a significant
and
removing
from
atmosphere
by using
Nature
based
opportunity to build back better o nowis the time to build a thriving, resilient future for society and businesses

PUBLIC
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Helping you build a more sustainable business

Companies: Moving towards a more sustainable future
Awareness and ambition
 Understand the importance

of sustainability
 Have a formal

commitment/objective
on sustainability

Operational objectives
 Reduce climate impact

of company’s
operational activities
 Invest in renewable

energies, R&D activities
and efficiency
improvement

Supply chain
sustainability

Business growth

Sustainability is an opportunity for
your business to increase efficiency
and competitiveness.
To respond to the issues that matter
to your stakeholders.

To do the right thing.

 Sustainability integrated

 Encourage your supply

into business strategy,
products and services

chain to take their first
steps towards a more
sustainable business
model.

 Potential growth through

investment, joint venture
and M&A

 Provide access to

financing for suppliers’
sustainable investment

HSBC is committed to a sustainable future by setting up an ambitious plan. At the heart of
this plan is a pledge to help customers to transition to a more sustainable business. HSBC is
dedicating between $750bn and $1trn, alongside expert guidance and support, to help their
1.5 million customers worldwide – and their partners – make a lasting sustainable transition
to help us all thrive in a low carbon economy.
Talk to your RM to see how your business can be part of the Business Plan for the Planet.
www.business.hsbc.com.mt/bpfp

PUBLIC
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Sustainable finance: This is one of the ways we aim to support your sustainability journey

Our approach is multi-faceted, because we know that you face
different challenges and opportunities and that there is no one size
fits all solution.
Our Green Term Loans and Trade Finance solutions are designed to
finance a range of projects and activities. Some examples below.

PUBLIC
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Helping you thrive


We understand the passion and
commitment that goes into building
a successful business and, whatever
your stage of growth, we will support
you along the journey.



Our relationship with you will help support
you and we aim to become a strategic
partner to help achieve your ambitions.





As your horizons expand and your
business needs become more complex,
we can provide the flexible funding and
support to help take your business to
the next level.
With our unique global presence
and expertise we can help you make
the right connections, at home and
abroad, to drive your business forward.

Connectivity
connecting your business
through our network

Secure & Dependable
a reliable partner with you
for the long-term

Capabilities
financial solutions to manage
and grow your business

PUBLIC

Value & Attitudes
work with a banking partner
of integrity

Expertise
to enable you to identify
and capture opportunities
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AquaBioTech: Accelerating growth with HSBC's Trade Finance solutions
HSBC Malta connects AquaBioTech to Europe and beyond

“Growing an international business is, of
course, extremely challenging. Over the
years we built capacity and experience,
as well as a strong brand, to enable us to
tender for global aquaculture projects.
But our greatest challenge came when
we started winning multiple contracts and
that’s when the financial support from
HSBC was extremely useful”

Shane A Hunter
CEO AquaBioTech Group

Read the full story on https://www.business.hsbc.com.mt/en-gb/mt/article/aquabiotech
PUBLIC
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Key products and capabilities
Lending
• Working Capital & Capital
Expenditure Funding
• Real Estate Financing
• Project & Acquisition Finance

Services
• Global Connections
• Global Research
• Knowledge, Sector Insight and Thought Leadership

Supported by
• Dedicated on-boarding team,
• Electronic banking & telephone support,
together with product specialists

Global Liquidity & Cash Management
• Payments and Cash Management Solutions
• International Payments in multiple currencies
• An Award Winning Internet Banking Platform
for Businesses - HSBCnet

Global Trade & Receivables Finance
• Import & Export Loans
• Letters of Credit
• Bills for collection
• Guarantees
• Receivables Finance

Global Markets
• Foreign Exchange Solutions
• Interest Rate Risk Management Solutions
• Corporate Treasury Solutions
Other lending solutions
• Term-funding or structured
asset financing
• Revolving facilities
PUBLIC
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Credit and lending: Financing your business needs
At HSBC we work with our customers by providing them with the tools they need to function efficiently. We have the
financial strength to support our customers with working capital, term loans and acquisition or project finance, as well
as the expertise to help customers with specialized lending, including raising money from international markets.
Corporate Finance
 Solutions to support your business’ working capital and capital expenditure
requirements.
 Strong balance sheet capabilities to support your business aspirations.
 Team of highly experienced RMs who are always ready to support customers.

Specialised Lending
 Real Estate Financing
 Project and Acquisition Financing
 Infrastructure Financing
 Leveraged Lending

Pierre Brincat
Senior Corporate MME Relationship Manager
00356 2380 1743
pierrebrincat@hsbc.com

Jeffrey Mercieca

Suzanne Stafrace

Deputy Head of Corporate
00356 2380 1759
jeffreymercieca@hsbc.com

Head of Business Banking
00356 2380 1864
suzannestafrace@hsbc.com

https://www.business.hsbc.com.mt/en-gb/working-capital/productfamily/credit-and-lending

PUBLIC
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Credit and Lending Options: Financing appropriate for each transaction and repayment profile
HSBC can provide a range of
financing options to support the
required business purpose and
complexity
An on-demand overdraft is suitable
for day-to-day working capital
requirements and to assist during
periods of cash flow fluctuations
(e.g. seasonality)
A revolving credit facility (“RCF”) is
committed for a period of c.3-5
years. It is typically undrawn at
completion of the financing and can
be drawn, repaid and redrawn over
the life of the facility to provide
surety of funding during a period of
expansion
A term loan is also a committed
facility which is fully drawn at
completion for a stated, event-led
purpose. The facility quantum will
reduce over time in line with an
amortisation profile

Overview

Pros

Cons

Overdraft

Revolving Credit Facility (RCF)

• Standard method of financing
working capital requirements
• Facility is bilateral, uncommitted
and on demand
• Renewable on a 12 monthly basis
• Standard bank legal documents

• An RCF is a committed line of credit • A term loan facility is drawn and
repaid over life of the facility
• Able to be repaid and redrawn in
whole or in part during the life of the • Flexibility as to size achievable
facility
• Typically made available for a set
purpose (e.g. capital expenditure)
• Tenor generally between 3-5 years

 Very flexible facility, able to be
drawn and repaid without
documentation
 Able to be carved out of an RCF
 Can be provided without tangible
security (subject to credit
approval)

 Allows for individual loan
drawdowns of a minimum set
amount that can be repaid and
redrawn
 Facility quantum available for life
of facility
 Can be extended/amended

 Structured to suit specific
purpose
 Easy to repay and pre-payments
are allowed
 Bespoke documentation controls

 Facility is ‘on-demand’, so does
not provide the surety of funding
of a committed facility
 A renewal fee is paid each year
that the facility is renewed
 Purpose of facility is restricted to
working capital requirements

 Restricted to a 5 year tenor
 Financial covenants
 Incurs commitments fees on
undrawn commitments

 Restricted to a defined tenor
 Financial covenants
 Facility repayments required
during life of facility

PUBLIC

Term Loan
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Global Trade & Receivables Finance: Facilitating trade and optimising working capital
HSBC has played a key role in international trade finance since 1865 since Hong Kong Bank was established to finance trade
between China and Europe.
HSBC Bank Malta p.l.c. has been named Malta’s best trade finance service provider in Euromoney’s 2021 Trade Finance
Survey. The same survey, of more than 11,000 businesses globally, also named HSBC as the world’s best in trade finance for a
record fourth consecutive year.
Managing global trade and supply chains is critical for businesses to thrive. HSBC can support your business in analysing the
trade cycle, understand working capital requirements, as well as to strengthening your customer and supplier networks around
the world.

Goods
Order

Goods
Arrive

Importer Activities

Receive
Order

Value
Add

Goods
Shipment

Payment
Realised

Exporter Activities

Gaetano Sammut
Head of Global Trade and Receivables Finance
00356 2380 1828
gaetanosammut@hsbc.com

* Euromoney 2021 Trade Finance Survey

PUBLIC

Leading
international
trade bank

Market Leader for
Trade Finance 2021
Globally, UK, Armenia
and Malta
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Global Trade & Receivables Finance: Our product capabilities
Our Global Trade and Receivables Finance team offers structured solutions that can help you optimize your working capital.

Letters of Credit
 Options to improve cash flow with confirmation and discounting,
or clean negotiations
 Mitigate international buyer risk

Guarantees
 Leverages HSBC’s global network to provide global bank
guarantee issuance services
 All-in pricing, without surprise correspondent banking fees

Trade Loans
 Provides your company’s suppliers with financing for your trade
payables
 Bridges the gap between payment for imported goods and receipt
of funds through subsequent sales

Receivables Finance
 Improve cash conversion cycle by monetizing receivables
 Ability to offer non-recourse structures for risk mitigation or balance sheet improvement

https://www.business.hsbc.com.mt/en-gb/working-capital/productfamily/open-account
PUBLIC
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Global Liquidity & Cash Management: Solutions

Euromoney Cash
Management Survey 2021
HSBC Malta winner of 2 Awards
Market Leader and Best for Service

Our Global Liquidity and Cash Management team offers dynamic solutions that can help transform a treasury function and streamline operations, from cross
border payments, managing FX transactional risk to liquidity and working capital optimisation.

Cash Management

Channels

 Current and Savings Accounts

 HSBCnet – HSBC Group’s internet-based electronic banking platform

 Term Deposits

 HSBCnet Mobile – Finger and Face ID enabled
 HSBC Connect – our host-to-host automated file-based solution

Payments
 Outgoing electronic payments - Multi-currency / SEPA Credit Transfer for
Wages and Supplier Payments
 Cash & Cheques
 Visa Business Card

Collections
 Incoming electronic payments - Multi-currency / SEPA
 SEPA Direct Debits

Monique Gilmour
Head of Global Liquidity and Cash Management
00356 2380 1724
monique.gilmour@hsbc.com

https://www.business.hsbc.com.mt/en-gb/ways-to-bank/hsbcnet-mobile-banking
PUBLIC
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Global Liquidity & Cash Management: Digital transaction banking platform
HSBCnet is HSBC’s award winning, secure internet banking channel for commercial businesses of all sizes. Using a single log-on, customers can access a broad
range of information and functionality, ranging from simple balance reporting, to real time trade transactions, to making and receiving domestic and international
payments in multiple international currencies. Customers can customise the platform to meet their needs, as well as to maintain a granular level of control of user
activity and entitlements. Using HSBCnet, customers can manage payments, receivables, liquidity and the changing value of assets with one secure, global solution.
Single Platform
• Single platform to manage all cash management functions.
• Reduces communication costs from streamlined processes.

Ease of Use
•
•
•
•

Global Reach

User-friendly interface.
Customisable dashboard to suit your needs.
Variety of customer support tools such as Foreign exchange.
General and customisable reports available for visibility over
accounts.

• Global platform reaching 60+ countries/territories.
• Multilingual features.

Security
• Multi-level authentication and transaction signing.
• Encrypted sessions with HSBC.
• System administrator tools to manage access
rights.

--------------------

---------------------------------------

Contingency Planning
• Acts as a secure backup to payment channels
such as SWIFT and Connect.

https://www.business.hsbc.com.mt/en-gb/ways-to-bank/hsbcnet-mobile-banking
PUBLIC
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Global Markets: Corporate treasury solutions
Our Global Markets teams provide access to International Markets, providing customers with corporate treasury solutions to manage both their Foreign
Exchange and Interest Rate risk.

Foreign Exchange
 HSBC is one of the leading global Foreign Exchange (FX) market makers. Whether your execution needs are driven by a transaction, currency hedging or
investment strategy, you can leverage our global footprint, local knowledge and deep expertise to gain insights and manage your exposure in a manner best
aligned with your objectives.
 HSBCnet Get Rate supports a foreign currency exchange service for cross-border payments which offers the latest foreign exchange rate when you
authorize a payment, online allowing you to secure the rate at the time of authorising the payment.

Interest Rates Risk Management
 HSBC can help you manage your interest rate risk. Our team can assist clients manage their interest rate risk by providing interest rate risk management
solutions.

Jesmond Apap
Head of Global Markets
00356 2380 5301
jesmondapap@hsbc.com

https://www.business.hsbc.com.mt/en-gb/payments/productfamily/clearing-and-foreign-currency-payments
PUBLIC
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